Innovation & Quality for the Standby Market

Electrical power interruptions of any length create difficulties for business concerns, industrial operations and people. In some situations, an interruption of even a few minutes can put lives at risk. As weather-related events and power-grid overloads and failures become more common, the world is turning to standby generators to ensure power continuity. In the U.S. and Canada, no generator manufacturer is better equipped for—or more conscientiously focused on—serving the entire standby generator market than HIPOWER SYSTEMS.

From standalone natural gas generators outside homes to industrial-grade diesel models that ensure vital power continuity for data centers and hospitals, our generators offer unsurpassed quality, innovative engineering and superior efficiency and performance.

Equally important, our state-of-the-art, sound-attenuated enclosures protect sensitive equipment from the elements and provide sound dampening unequalled in the industry.
ACCESSORIES

HIPOWER SYSTEMS takes pride in offering accessories that result in significant operating enhancement and meaningful customization of its generators. Our diverse array of accessories helps companies protect their investments, maximize operating capacity and reduce total cost of ownership.

TELEMATICS. The DSEWebNet Gateway is used in conjunction with supported DSE controllers to provide monitoring and communications data via the DSEWebNet® advanced communication system.

HYDRONIC HEATERS. Diesel fired heaters are able to warm up the engine in few minutes. Espar’s and work independently of the engine and thus offer a double plus: pre-heating the vehicle’s passenger compartment and the engine.

TRANSFER SWITCHES. GE’s Zenith ZTG Series switches are built for standard applications requiring the dependability and ease of operation found in a power contactor switch.

CRANKBASE VENTILATION FILTERS. Contaminated crankcase emissions are a serious problem for diesel engine owners and the environment.

UL TANKS. HIPOWER SYSTEMS UL# 142 tanks are built with 10 or 7 gauge carbon steel unless customer specs different material. All material meets ASTM1011.

BATTERY CHARGERS. Battery Tender Waterproof/Vibration Resistant chargers are designed to accommodate the demanding charging requirements of high quality lead-acid batteries and should safely charge all lead-acid battery types.

REMOTE ANNUNCIATORS. Provides 16 LED indicators, an alarm sounder, a mute button and an LED test button.

ENGINE BLOCK HEATERS. The block heater will maintain an engine’s operating temperature during downtime and serve as an excellent cold weather or emergency starting aid while eliminating needless idling.

PART KITS. Essential service and maintenance service part kits, specific to your HIPOWER generator.
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NO MATTER THE TYPE OF GENERATOR YOU NEED, HIPOWER CAN BUILD IT